
Test ID: 1764775881-2 Configure secure access by using Azure AD

Question #1 of 13 Question ID: 1380909

✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

 

You are activating Privileged Identity Management within your organization. Currently, there are six administrators

tasked with managing Azure Active Directory within the Dream Suites Corporation.

User 1 Privileged Authentication Administrator

User 2 Password Administrator

User 3 Security Administrator

User 4 Global Administrator

User 5 Privileged Authentication Administrator

User 6 Password Administrator

You want to make sure that User 6 can activate Privileged Identity Management within your organization. What

role change should you make for User 6?

Global Administrator

Privileged Authentication Administrator

Security Administrator

Compliance Administrator

Password Administrator

Explanation

The Global Administrator role has full access to all features found within Azure Active Directory. This role is

needed first to enable Privileged Identity Management within an organization. It will allow User 6 to activate and

set up Privileged Identity Management.

The Privileged Authentication Administrator role can view or set authentication methods for users and

administrators. This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.

The Security Administrator role can read and manage security-related services found within Azure Active

Directory. This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.

The Password Administrator role can manage passwords, view service health, and manage service requests.

This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.
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The Compliance Administrator role can review the information within the Office 365 Security & Compliance

Center and the Exchange Admin Center. This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity

Management.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Securing privileged access for hybrid and

cloud deployments in Azure AD

You configure an access review as shown in the screenshot below. The access review must ensure that users

can review their own access. Reviewers must be able to see system recommendations based on user activity.

You want to enable Azure to automatically remove all access for users who were denied. If reviewers do not

respond to an access review within the configured time period, user access should automatically be removed.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-admin-roles-secure?toc=%2fazure%2factive-directory%2fprivileged-identity-management%2ftoc.json


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Auto apply results to resource

Show recommendations

Reviewers

If reviewers don’t respond
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Explanation

The Show recommendations setting, when enabled, will show reviewers the system recommendation based on

user activity.

The If reviewers don’t respond option sets the action that will be taken when an access review is not completed

within the configured period. You can select to take no action and to maintain access, to remove access, to

approve access, or receive recommendations from Azure on whether to maintain or deny access. This setting will

not allow reviewers to see system recommendations based on user activity.

The Auto apply results to resource option will enable you to remove all users' access that were denied

automatically. This setting will not allow reviewers to see system recommendations based on user activity.

The Reviewers setting allows you to select a group of users who can perform the access review or enable users

to complete their own review. This setting will not let reviewers see system recommendations based on user

activity.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Privileged Identity Management > Create an access review of Azure

AD roles in Privileged Identity Management

As an Azure architect, you are required to block access from iOS devices to an application that has some specific

functionalities intended only for Windows users.

What should you use to achieve this requirement?

Azure Conditional Access Policy

Azure Identity Hub

Azure AD Connect

Azure Identity Protection

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-start-security-review


Explanation

You would use an Azure Conditional Access policy. As shown in the graphic, with Conditional Access Policy you

can choose multiple cloud apps for which you can enable multi-factor authentication.

You would not choose to use Azure Identity Protection because its purpose is the detection and remediation of

identity-based risks.

You would not choose to use Azure Identity Hub because you cannot block access by device. Azure Identity Hub

allows your users to sign in to iOS, Android, PHP, Windows, Web, and Sharepoint apps using various methods,

including Facebook, ADFS, and Office 365.

You would not choose to use Azure AD Connect because it is used for synchronizing on-premises users to Azure

AD.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Conditional access > Building a Conditional Access policy

The Nutex Corporation has offices in New York, Los Angeles, London, and Venice. The IP range for each location

is shown below.

Location IP

New York 10.1.0.0/16

Los Angeles 10.50.0.0/16

London 10.100.0.0/16

Venice 10.150.0.0/16

You create several Conditional Access policies for the Sales team to make sure that they can access the cloud-

based CRM system. The Conditional Access policies and relevant users and groups are listed below.

Name Group

John Sales

Mary Sales, Marketing

Linda Marketing

Anna Finance

Name Include Exclude Location Permission

CA Policy NY Sales Marketing New York Grant access

CA Policy LA Sales None Los Angeles Block Access

CA Policy LON Sales, Marketing None London Require MFA

CA Policy VEN Marketing, Sales None Venice Block Access

From what location can John access the cloud-based CRM system based on the Conditional Access policies that

are configured without requiring extra authentication steps?

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from London

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from Venice

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from Los Angeles

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from New York

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-policies
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The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy NY" is granting access to the cloud-based CRM system by enforcing

rules for anyone that is a member of the group Sales and is located in the network configured as New York. John

will be able to access the cloud-based CRM system from New York.

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy LA" is blocking access to the cloud-based CRM system by enforcing

rules for anyone that is a member of the group Sales and is located in the network configured as Los Angeles.

John will not be able to access the cloud-based CRM system from Los Angeles.

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy LON" requires MFA authentication in order to access the cloud-based

CRM system by enforcing rules for anyone that is a member of the group Sales or Marketing and is located in the

network configured as London. John will not be able to access the cloud-based CRM system from London without

authenticating through MFA.

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy VEN" is blocking access to the cloud-based CRM system by enforcing

rules for anyone that is a member of the group Sales or Marketing and is located in the network configured as

Venice. John cannot access the cloud-based CRM system from Venice.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > What is Conditional Access?

The DreamSuites Corporation has offices in New York, Los Angeles, and London. The IP range for each location

is shown below.

New York 10.1.0.0/16

Los Angeles 10.50.0.0/16

London 10.100.0.0/16

You have configured MFA only on users within the IT department using the configuration below.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview


✗ A)

✗ B)

Which of the following statements is NOT correct?

Members of the Marketing department authenticating from the New York

office will not be prompted to authenticate using MFA.

Members of the IT department authenticating from the New York office will

not be prompted to authenticate using MFA.



✗ C)

✓ D)
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Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to

authenticate using MFA.

Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to

verify authentication using a pin received from a text message.

Explanation

Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to verify authentication using a pin

received from a text message is incorrect. The only verification options configured is call to phone and notification

through a mobile app. The text message to the phone verification option is not configured.

Members of the IT department authenticating from the New York office will not be prompted to authenticate using

MFA is correct as the 10.1.0.0/16 is configured to be skipped.

Members of the Marketing department authenticating from the New York office will not be prompted to

authenticate using MFA is correct as MFA is only configured for members of the IT department.

Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to authenticate using MFA is correct as

only the IP ranges from New York, Los Angeles, and London are excluded from authentication requests.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Authentication > How it works: Azure Multi-Factor Authentication

You configure an access review called Password Management, as shown in the screenshot below. It must ensure

that users can review their own access. Access reviews must be completed on a monthly basis. You want to

enable Azure to make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be denied access if

they do not complete an access review within the defined time period.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concept-mfa-howitworks


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Frequency

Reviewers

Auto apply results to resource

If reviewers don’t respond

Explanation
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The If reviewers don’t respond option sets what action will happen if an access review is not completed within

the configured period. You can select not to take action and to maintain access, to remove access, to approve

access, or receive recommendations from Azure on whether or not to maintain or deny access. This setting will

enable Azure to make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be denied access if

they do not complete an access review within the defined period.

The Frequency setting allows the access review to happen repeatedly as opposed to a one-time event. This

setting will not enable Azure to make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be

denied access if they do not complete an access review within the defined period.

The Reviewers setting allows you to select a group of users who can perform the access review or enable users

to complete their own review. This setting will not allow Azure to make recommendations on whether users

should continue to have access or be denied access if they do not complete an access review within the defined

period.

The Auto apply results to resource option will enable you to remove all users' access that were denied

automatically. This setting will not allow Azure to make recommendations on whether users should continue to

have access or be denied access if they do not complete an access review within the defined period.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Privileged Identity Management > Create an access review of Azure

AD roles in Privileged Identity Management

You have enabled Azure AD Privileged Identity Management for the Dream Suites tenant. You are configuring

membership settings for the Billing Administrator role for several users within the Finance department, as shown

below. Currently, MFA is enabled for all users within the Finance department. The settings for this assignment

should ensure that MFA is required, there is permanent eligible assignment, approval is required to activate, and

administrators should be notified upon activation.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-start-security-review


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Assignment ends

Assignment starts

Assignment type

Permanently eligible

Explanation

The Permanently eligible setting is used to ensure that the user with this assignment is permanently eligible and

permanently assigned.

The Assignment type field is set to Eligible, which requires the member to initiate an action in order to use the

role. Often, this action might be configured as authenticating through MFA or providing a business justification.

This Assignment Type setting would not allow you to ensure the user is permanently eligible. The Assignment
Type setting can either be set to Eligible or Active. The Eligible setting requires role members to perform an

action to use the role. The Active setting does not require role members to perform an action to use the role

The Assignment starts field configuration allows you to configure a specific start time for a duration of time that

the assignment is active. This setting would not allow you to ensure that the user is permanently eligible.
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

The Assignment ends field configuration allows you to configure a specific end time for a duration of time that

the assignment is active. This setting would not allow you to ensure that the user is permanently eligible.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Assign Azure AD roles in Privileged Identity Management

You have been tasked with activating Privileged Identity Management within your organization. Currently, there

are fifty administrators within the Nutex Corporation. There will be 18 administrators managed through Privileged

Identity Management who will require the approval of role activation. Three different reviewers will approve

activations. The two managers of users who have administrative access will complete a monthly review.

How many different Azure AD Premium P2 licenses should you have allocated for this project?

23

50

18

21

Explanation

Twenty-three (23) Azure AD Premium P2 licenses are required for this project. This includes the eighteen

administrators who will hold administrative access through Privileged Identity Management, the three approvers,

and the two reviewers will all require Azure AD Premium P2 licenses.

Fifty Azure AD Premium P2 licenses are not required because administrators who are not managed through

Privileged Identity Management do not need an Azure AD Premium P2 license.

Choosing twenty-one Azure AD Premium P2 licenses does not take the two reviewers into account, who also

require Azure AD Premium P2 licenses.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-add-role-to-user?tabs=new
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Choosing eighteen Azure AD Premium P2 licenses does not include the three approvers and the two reviewers

will also require Azure AD Premium P2 licenses.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Privileged Identity Management > License requirements to use

Privileged Identity Management > How many licenses must you have?

The Nutex Corporation has assigned all users within Azure AD with Azure AD Premium licenses. You have been

tasked with configuring Azure AD Identity Protection for all users.

What is the least privileged role required to configure new polices?

Security Administrator

License Administrator

Help Desk Administrator

Global Administrator

Explanation

The Security Administrator can manage Azure AD Identity Protection, Azure Information Protection, and the

Office 365 Compliance Center. This role can manage and perform actions against policies within the Identity

Protection Center.

The Global Administrator manages all administrative functions within Azure AD. This role is not least privileged in

order to manage and perform actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

The License Administrator can add or remove license assignments for users. This role cannot manage and

perform actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

The Help Desk Administrator can change user passwords and monitor service health. This role cannot manage

and perform actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/subscription-requirements
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Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Administrator roles by admin task in

Azure Active Directory

You are configuring a Conditional Access policy for the Dream Suites Corporation as shown below. You need to

make sure that the policy only allows devices that are marked as compliant in Intune to access the already

included cloud-based CRM app from trusted locations within the network.

What condition should be changed in order to meet the requirements?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/roles-delegate-by-task


✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Client apps

Locations

Device state

Sign-in risk

Explanation

The Device state condition allows you to block unmanaged devices, such as ones that are not hybrid AD-joined

or marked as compliant by Intune. This condition will ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Intune can access the cloud-based CRM app.

The Client apps condition allows you to target applications that are not using modern authentication. This

condition will not ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can access the cloud-based

CRM app.

The Locations condition allows you to choose what IP ranges by geolocation are trusted. This condition will not

ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can access the cloud-based CRM app.

The Sign-in risk condition will use risk information generated from Azure AD Identity Protection to make access

decisions. This condition will not ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can access the

cloud-based CRM app.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Conditional Access > Building a Conditional Access policy

Every quarter the group owner should review the membership of the Human Resource Group. They group owner

needs to check whether any users have not logged in to the group in the past 90 days. In such situations, those

users should be checked to see if they have changed departments or left the company, and access for those

users should be removed.

What should you recommend to implement this requirement?

User-assigned managed identity

Azure AD Identity Protection

Identity Governance

Identity Hub

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-policies


You would implement Identity Governance because it has a feature for access reviews. The group owner can use

this feature to manage the group. You can view Azure AD Access Reviews by navigating to Azure Active

Directory > Identity Governance > Access reviews.

You would not choose the Identity Hub because developers use it to set up and integrate a unified identity system

that supports major accounts and external providers.

You would not choose Azure AD Identity Protection because it enables automated detection of identity risks.
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You would not choose a user-assigned managed identity because it is a stand-alone Azure AD managed identity

that is used to authenticate to any service without any credentials in the code.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Identity Governance > Create an access review of groups and applications in

Azure AD access reviews

You are configuring the Application Administrator role within Azure AD Privileged Identity Management. The

security department has provided the requirement that users with this assignment must authenticate through MFA

and provide an approved change control number, and administrators should be notified upon activation and only

be allowed to leverage the elevated rights for 8 hours.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/create-access-review


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Require ticket information on activation

Activation maximum duration (hours)

Require justification on activation

Require approval to activate

Explanation

The Require ticket information on activation setting ensures the user must enter a business justification,

specifically ticket information, when they go through the activation process. The setting will ensure that the user

must provide an approved change control number before the role is activated.

The Activation maximum duration (hours) slider dictates how long in hours the role is active before it expires.

This setting will not ensure that the user must provide an approved change control number before the role is

activated.

The Require justification on activation setting ensures that the user must enter a business justification when

they go through the activation process. This setting will not guarantee that the user must provide an approved
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

change control number before the role is activated.

The Require approval to activate setting ensures that at least one other person identified as an approver must

take action to approve the request before the role is activated for the user. This setting will not ensure that the

user must provide an approved change control number before the role is activated.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Assign Azure AD roles in Privileged Identity Management

You need to plan the MFA authentication method for a group of users that often go days at a time without

consistent cellular or data access on their mobile phones.

Which verification option should be used in order to meet the requirements?

Notification through mobile app

Call to phone

Verification code from mobile app or hardware token

Text message to phone

Explanation

The verification code from a mobile app or hardware token option will use the Microsoft Authenticator app to

generate a new OATH verification code that can be used to enter into the login screen. The Microsoft

Authenticator app can generate a verification code without data or cellular signals. This option will work as the

mobile device does not need to have a data or cellular signal to generate a verification code through the Microsoft

Authenticator app.

The call to phone option will allow the user to receive an automated voice call to the configured phone number in

order to approve an authentication request. This option will not work as the mobile device does not always have a

cellular signal to receive a voice call.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-add-role-to-user?tabs=new


The text message to phone option will send a text message with a pin to the configured phone number for the

user. This option will not work as the mobile device does not always have a data signal to receive a text message.

The notification through mobile app option will send a push notification to the Microsoft Authenticator app on the

user's mobile device. This option will not work as the mobile device does not always have a data signal to receive

a push notification.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Authentication > Plan an Azure Multi-Factor Authentication

deployment

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/howto-mfa-getstarted?redirectedfrom=MSDN

